
Supplier case study: 
Benefits of carpet recycling

Recycling: Mixed offcuts and uplifted carpet wastes. 

Our member says: “In 2014 our warehouse created an 
estimated 145 tonnes of waste, the majority being carpet. 
We installed a carpet baler in September 2015 and now our 
carpet waste is sent to a specialist recycling company in 
Holland to use in heating concrete kilns, significantly 
reducing our waste sent to landfill.”

Recycling: Mixed offcuts and uplifted carpet wastes. 

Our member says: “Our main waste stream of carpet and 
underlay was always problematic to recycle due to its bulky 
nature and composition. Having installed a ‘Kenburn 
Crusher’ we now bale and recycle almost all of this waste, 
along with polythene and cardboard, which is separated 
and collected for recycling as well. It’s an easy, efficient 
process and has allowed us to dispose of two large skips, 
freeing up valuable parking space!” 

Reuse and recycling: Diverted 10,000m2 of large, one metre 
squared carpet tiles from landfill.  

How: Working with Carpet Recycling UK reuse member 
Carpet Tile Recycling in Nottingham, Fantasy Flooring has 
diverted carpet tiles for use by a commercial property 
company, as well as other businesses and social housing.   

Results: 10,000m2 of carpet tiles diverted from landfill into 
new uses.  

Our member says: “The project is running very smoothly, and 
Carpet Tile Recycling and Fantasy Flooring are looking 
forward to working together on other projects.”

Recycling: Carpet and underlay waste. 

How: Installed a Kenburn carpet crusher 
to compact waste to make bulk 
collections feasible. Carpet waste is used 
as an alternative fuel for cement kilns.  

Results: Since becoming a member of 
carpet Recycling UK in July 2015, 
Cullingford Carpets and Interiors have 
recycled over 220 tonnes of carpet and underlay waste that 
would have otherwise gone to landfill.  

Our member says: “As an established but constantly 
expanding business, Cullingford Carpets and Interiors hope to 
follow the trend of the previous two years working with Carpet 
Recycling UK to increase the amount that they recycle even 
further as we continue into 2017.” 
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Recycling: All carpet offcuts and uplifted carpet and underlay. 

How: Horne Bros invested in a Kenburn carpet crusher in 
order to compact the carpet waste which is used as an 
alternative fuel for cement kilns. 

Our member says: “Carpet Recycling UK has been 
instrumental in helping retailers and contractors reduce their 
disposal costs and increase their green credentials. 
Sustainability is becoming more and more important in 
responding to commercial contracts and zero carpet waste to 
landfill shows our commitment on this.” 

“We are committed to support major suppliers such as Cormar 
Carpets and Lifestyle Floors who provide vital funding needed 
for Carpet Recycling UK to continue helping the industry 
achieve these results.”

Want to recycle your carpet? 
Contact the Carpet Recycling UK team, we will be 
happy to advise on your recycling options: 

Tel: 0161 440 8325 
Email: info@carpetrecyclinguk.com  

Already recycling your carpet?  
Demonstrate this to your customers by becoming 
a Carpet Recycling UK member from as little as 
£100 per year. 

Recycling: Clean installation offcuts and 
uplifted carpet waste. 

How: Linney Cooper sends installation offcuts to Anglo 
recycling who produce felt underlays, which are then 
promoted and sold to Linney Cooper’s customers. The 
underlay is available in a wool or a polypropylene version for 
situations in which a wool option might not be appropriate. 
Used carpet waste goes to be used for energy recovery. 

Our member says: “The recycling of our offcuts and diversion 
of our carpet waste from landfill is proving to be an important 
factor with both our retail and commercial clientele; we do 
find that the appeal of ‘doing one’s bit for the environment’ 
can be a strong selling aid. It has also lead to a reduction in 
overheads which is a big plus in the current economic 
climate.”

Recycling: All carpet offcuts and used carpet waste including 
underlay. 

How: Consolidating the waste for several smaller retailer 
companies enables The Carpet Bureau to bulk and divert high 
volumes of waste which would otherwise go to landfill. Using 
the Kenburn carpet crusher enables the company to crush 
enough bales for a full artic load which takes the carpet away 
to be used as an alternative fuel for cement kilns.  

Our member says: “The cost savings associated are helping 
not only The Carpet Bureau but also its customers. Staff 
training has increased the efficiency of the operation, allowing 
better crushing and loading techniques for the bales which 
are stored in a dry location to reduce transport costs.” 
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